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ABSTRACT1
Discrete pedestrian simulation models are viable alternatives to particle based approaches based2
on a continuous spatial representation. The effects of discretisation, however, also imply some dif-3
ficulties in modelling certain phenomena that can be observed in reality. This paper focuses on the4
possibility to manage heterogeneity in the walking speed of the simulated population of pedestri-5
ans by modifying an existing multi-agent model extending the floor field approach. Whereas some6
discrete models allow pedestrians (or cars, when applied to traffic modelling) to move more than7
a single cell per time step, the present work proposes a maximum speed of one cell per step, but8
we model lower speeds by having pedestrians yielding their movement in some turns. Different9
classes of pedestrians are associated to different desired walking speeds and we define a stochastic10
mechanism ensuring that they maintain an average speed close to this threshold. In the paper we11
formally describe the model and we show the results of its application in benchmark scenarios.12
Finally, we also show how this approach can also support the definition of slopes and stairs as13
elements reducing the walking speed of pedestrians climbing them in a simulated scenario.14
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1 INTRODUCTION1
The modelling and simulation of pedestrians and crowds is a consolidated and successful appli-2
cation of research results in the more general area of computer simulation of complex systems.3
It is an intrinsically interdisciplinary effort, with relevant contributions from disciplines ranging4
from physics and applied mathematics to computer science, often influenced by (and sometimes5
in collaboration with) anthropological, psychological, sociological studies and the humanities in6
general. The level of maturity of these approaches was sufficient to lead to the design and devel-7
opment of commercial software packages, offering useful and advanced functionalities to the end8
user (e.g. CAD integration, CAD-like functionalities, advanced visualisation and analysis tools)9
in addition to a simulation engine (see http://www.evacmod.net/?q=node/5 for a large al-10
though not necessarily complete list of pedestrian simulation models and tools). Nonetheless, as11
testified by a recent survey of the field by (1) and by a report commissioned by the Cabinet Office12
by (2), there is still much room for innovations in models improving their performances both in13
terms of effectiveness in modelling pedestrians and crowd phenomena, in terms of expressiveness14
of the models (i.e. simplifying the modelling activity or introducing the possibility of representing15
phenomena that were still not considered by existing approaches), and in terms of efficiency of the16
simulation tools. Research on models able to represent and manage phenomena still not considered17
or properly managed is thus still lively and important.18
Discrete pedestrian simulation models are viable alternatives to particle based models,19
based on a continuous spatial representation (see, e.g., (1)) and they are able to reproduce real-20
istic pedestrian dynamics from the point of view of a number of observable properties. The effects21
of discretisation, however, also imply some difficulties in modelling certain phenomena that can22
be observed in reality. This paper focuses on the possibility of modelling heterogeneity in the23
walking speed of the simulated population of pedestrians, a characteristic reported and analysed,24
for instance, in (3) (as observed in common streets in York and Edimburgh) or (4) (as observed25
in the Dresden Airport). In particular, this paper proposed a relevant modification of an exist-26
ing multi-agent model extending the floor field approach (5). Relevant previous works describe27
discrete models allowing pedestrians to move more than a single cell per time step (6, 7, 8), an28
approach that however requires the introduction of specific rules to manage unavoidable additional29
conflicts that arise from the potential crossings of pedestrians’ paths. In the present work, instead,30
we maintain a maximum speed of one cell per step for each pedestrian, but we model lower speeds31
by having pedestrians yielding their movement in some turns (an approach that was adopted in (9)32
for modelling elderly persons). Different classes of pedestrians are associated to different desired33
walking speeds and we define a stochastic mechanism ensuring that they maintain an average34
speed close to this threshold. In the paper we will formally describe the model and we will show35
the results of its application in benchmark scenarios (single and counter flows in simple scenarios).36
Finally, we will also show how this approach can also support the definition of slopes and stairs as37
elements reducing the walking speed of pedestrians climbing them in a simulated scenario.38
2 A DISCRETE MODEL FOR PEDESTRIAN SIMULATION39
This section provides a formal description and discussion of a discrete and agent–based compu-40
tational model for crowd simulation in normal conditions (evacuation scenarios are currently not41
considered). The main innovative feature of the model is the fact that pedestrian groups are con-42
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sidered as a significant element that can influence the dynamics of the overall system. The model1
has been developed in the MakkSim platform (10), a pedestrian dynamics simulator built as a2
plug–in for Blender software (http://www.blender.org), and it will be described through its3
main elements.4
2.1 Environment5
The environment is modeled in a discrete way by representing it as a grid of squared cells with 406
cm2 size (according to the average area occupied by a pedestrian (11)). Cells have a state indicating7
the fact that they are vacant or occupied by obstacles or pedestrians:8
State(c) : Cells→ {Free, Obstacle, OnePedi,TwoPedsi j}9
The last two elements of the definition point out if the cell is occupied by one or two pedestrians10
respectively, with their own identifier: the second case is allowed only in a controlled way to11
simulate overcrowded situations, in which the density is higher than 6.25 m2 (i.e. the maximum12
density reachable by our discretisation).13
A simulation scenario includes both the structure of the environment and all the infor-14
mation required for the execution of a specific simulation, such as crowd management demands15
(pedestrians generation profile, origin-destination matrices) and spatial constraints. Some relevant16
entities of a scenario are represented in the model in terms of spatial markers, special sets of cells17
that describe relevant elements in the environment. In particular, three kinds of spatial markers are18
defined:19
• start areas, that indicate the generation points of agents in the scenario. Agent generation20
can occur in block, all at once, or according to a user defined frequency, along with21
information on type of agent to be generated and its destination and group membership;22
• destination areas, which define the possible targets of the pedestrians in the environment;23
• obstacles, that identify all the areas where pedestrians cannot walk.24
Space annotation allows the definition of virtual grids of the environment, as containers of25
information for agents and their movement. In our model, we adopt the floor field approach (12),26
that is based on the generation of a set of superimposed grids (similar to the grid of the environ-27
ment) starting from the information derived from spatial markers. Floor field values are spread on28
the grid as a gradient and they are used to support pedestrians in the navigation of the environment,29
representing their interactions with static objects (i.e., destination areas and obstacles) or with other30
pedestrians. Moreover, floor fields can be static (created at the beginning and not changed during31
the simulation) or dynamic (updated during the simulation). Three kinds of floor fields are defined32
in our model:33
• path field, that indicates for every cell the distance from one destination area, acting34
as a potential field that drives pedestrians towards it (static). One path field for each35
destination point is generated in each scenario;36
• obstacles field, that indicates for every cell the distance from neighbor obstacles or walls37
(static). Only one obstacles field is generated in each simulation scenario;38
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• density field, that indicates for each cell the pedestrian density in the surroundings at the1
current time-step (dynamic). Like the previous one, the density field is unique for each2
scenario.3
Chessboard metric with
√
2 variation over corners (13) is used to produce the spreading4
of the information in the path and obstacle fields. Moreover, pedestrians cause a modification to5
the density field by adding a value v = 1d2 to cells whose distance d from their current position6
is below a given threshold R. Since limr→0+ 1d2 = ∞, this calculation is applied only for the cells7
of the neighbourhood, excluding the cell in which the agent is situated, for which the value 1 is8
added to the density field. In this way, values contained in each cell are 4 times the local density9
measured in a circle of radius R.10
Agents are able to perceive floor fields values in their neighborhood by means of a function11
Val( f ,c) ( f represents the field type and c is the perceived cell). This approach to the definition12
of a perception model moves the burden of its management from agents to the environment, which13
would need to monitor agents anyway in order to produce some of the simulation results.14
2.2 Pedestrians and Movement15
Formally, our agents are defined by the following triple:16
Ped : 〈Id, Group, State〉; State : 〈position, oldDir, Dest〉17
with their own numerical identifier, their group (if any) and their internal state, that defines the18
current position of the agent, the previous movement and the final destination, associated to the19
relative path field.20
Before describing agent behavioural specification, it is necessary to introduce the formal21
representation of the nature and structure of the groups they can belong to, since this is an influen-22
tial factor for movement decisions.23
2.2.1 Social Interactions24
The model aims at representing social relationships that we assume to be stable in the simulated25
scenario. Two kinds of groups have been defined: the simple group, that indicates a family, a26
small set of friends, or any other small group in which there is a strong and simply recognisable27
cohesion; the structured group, generally a large one (e.g. a group of team supporters or a touristic28
group), that shows a slight cohesion and a natural fragmentation into subgroups.29
Between members of a simple group like a family it is possible to identify an apparent30
tendency to stay quite close, in order to guarantee the possibility to perform interactions by means31
of verbal or non-verbal communication (14). On the contrary, in large groups people are mostly32
linked by the sharing of a common goal, and the overall group tends to maintain only a week com-33
pactness, with a following behaviour between members. In order to model these two typologies,34
the formal representation of a group is described by the following:35
Group : 〈Id, [SubGroup1, . . . ,SubGroupm] , [Ped1, · · · ,Pedn]〉36
In particular, if the group is simple, it will have an empty set of subgroups, otherwise it will not37
contain any direct references to pedestrians inside it, which will be stored in the respective leafs of38
its tree structure. Differences on the modelled behavioural mechanism in simple/structured groups39
will be analysed in the following section, with the description of the utility function.40
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2.2.2 Agent Behavior1
In order to perform the agent behaviour, its life-cycle has been defined on four steps: perception,2
utility calculation, action choice and movement. The perception step provides to the agent all the3
information needed for choosing its destination cell. In particular, if an agent does not belong to a4
group (from here called individual), in this phase it will only extract values from the floor fields,5
while in the other case it will perceive also the positions of the other group members within a6
configurable distance, for the calculation of the overall cohesion parameter. The choice of each7
action is based on an utility value, that is assigned to every possible movement according to the8
following function:9
U(c) = κgG(c)+κobOb(c)+κsS(c)+κcC(c)+κiI(c)+κdD(c)+κovOv(c)d10
Function U(c) takes into account the behavioural components considered relevant for pedestrian11
movement. Each one is modelled with a function that returns values in range [−1;+1], if it rep-12
resents an attractive element (negative values are associated to costs associated, for instance, to13
movements leading father from the desired destination), or in range [−1;0], if it represents a re-14
pulsive one for the agent (in this case, the lack of a repulsive element does not represent a benefit).15
For each function has been introduced a κ coefficient for its calibration. It must be noted that the16
idea of attractive or repulsive forces guiding the behaviour of pedestrians mainly comes from par-17
ticle based models, whose main representative is the social force model (15), encapsulating basic18
proxemic (16) considerations into a dynamical model.19
The first three functions combine information derived by local floor fields and they model20
the basic factors considered in the pedestrian behaviour: goal attraction (i), geometric (ii) and21
social repulsion (iii). The fourth and fifth elements aggregate the perceived positions of mem-22
bers of agent group, both simple (iv) and structured (v), to calculate the level of attractiveness of23
each neighbour cell, relating to cohesion phenomenon. Moreover, two factors represent prefer-24
ences with respect to movement, helping the model to reproduce more realistic simulations both in25
qualitative and quantitative perspective: (vi) adds a bonus to the utility of the cell next to the agent26
according to his/her previous direction, while (vii) describes the overlapping mechanism, a method27
used to allow our model the possibility to treat high density situations, allowing two pedestrians28
temporarily occupying the same cell at the same step.29
The purpose of the function denominator d is to provide a penalisation to the diagonal30
movements, since their selection is actually associated to a movement covering a higher distance31
than the one associated to the other directions. As shown later, the method for heterogeneous speed32
profiles described in this paper also considers this issue.33
As we previously mentioned, the main difference between simple and structured groups34
is associated to the cohesion intensity, that is much higher for simple groups. Functions C(c) and35
I(c) have been defined to correctly model this difference. Nonetheless, various preliminary tests on36
benchmark scenarios show us that, used singularly, function C(c) is not able to reproduce realistic37
simulations. Human behaviour is, in fact, very complex and can react differently even in simple38
situation, for example by allowing temporary fragmentation of simple groups in front of several39
constraints (obstacles or opposite flows). Acting statically on the calibration weight, it is not40
possible to configure this dynamic behaviour: with a small cohesion parameter several permanent41
fragmentations have been reproduced, while with an increase of it we obtained no group dispersion,42
but also an excessive and unrealistic compactness of them.43
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(a) (b)
FIGURE 1 Graphical representation of a group composed of nine members and the area
of the convex polygon that contains all the group members (a) and graph of Balance(k), for
k = 1 and δ = 2.5 (b).
In order to face this issue, another function has been introduced in the model, with the aim1
to balance the calibration weight of the three attractive behavioural elements, depending from the2
fragmentation level of simple groups:3
Balance(k) =

1
3 · k+(23 · k ·DispBalance) if k = kc
1
3 · k+(23 · k · (1−DispBalance)) if k = kg∨ k = ki
k otherwise
4
DispBalance = tanh
(
Disp(Group)
δ
)
; Disp(Group) = Area(Group)|Group|5
where ki, kg and kc are the weighted parameters of U(c), δ is the calibration parameter of this6
mechanism and Area(Group) calculates the area of the convex hull defined using positions of7
the group members. Fig. 1 exemplifies both the group dispersion computation and the effects8
of the Balance function on parameters. A dynamic and adaptive behaviour of groups has been9
obtained with this mechanism, which relaxes the cohesion if members are sufficiently compact10
and intensifies it with the growing of dispersion.11
After the utility evaluation for all the cells in the neighbourhood, the choice of action is12
stochastic, with the probability to move in each cell c as (N is the normalisation factor):13
P(c) = N · eU(c)14
On the basis of P(c), agents move in the resulted cell according to their set of possible actions,15
defined as list of the eight possible movements in the Moore neighbourhood, plus the action to16
keep the position (indicated as X): A = {NW,N,NE,W,X ,E,SW,S,SE}.17
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2.3 Time and Update Mechanism1
In the basic model definition time is also discrete; in an initial definition of the duration of a time2
step was set to 1/3 of second. This choice, considering the size of the cell (a square with 40 cm3
sides), generates a linear pedestrian speed of about 1.2 ms−1, which is in line with the data from4
the literature representing observations of crowd in normal conditions (11).5
Regarding the update mechanism, three different strategies are usually considered in this6
context (6): ordered sequential, shuffled sequential and parallel update. The first two strategies are7
based on a sequential update of agents, respectively managed according to a static list of priorities8
that reflects their order of generation or a dynamic one, shuffled at each time step. On the contrary,9
the parallel update calculates the choice of movement of all the pedestrians at the same time, actu-10
ating choices and managing conflicts in a latter stage. The two sequential strategies, instead, imply11
a simpler operational management, due to an a-priori resolution of conflicts between pedestrians.12
In the model, we adopted the parallel update strategy. This choice is in accordance with the current13
literature, where it is considered much more realistic due to consideration of conflicts between14
pedestrians, arisen for the movement in a shared space (17, 18).15
With this update strategy, the agents life-cycle must consider that before carrying out the16
movement execution potential conflicts, essentially related to the simultaneous choice of two (or17
more) pedestrians to occupy the same cell, must be solved. The overall simulation step therefore18
follows a three step procedure:19
• update of choices and conflicts detection for each agent of the simulation;20
• conflicts resolution, that is the resolution of the detected conflicts between agent inten-21
tions;22
• agents movement, that is the update of agent positions exploiting the previous conflicts23
resolution, and field update, that is the computation of the new density field according to24
the updated positions of the agents.25
The resolution of conflicts employs an approach essentially based on the one introduced26
in (18), based on the notion of friction. Let us first consider that conflicts can involve two of more27
pedestrians: in case more than two pedestrians involved in a conflict for the same cell, the first28
step of the management strategy is to block all but two of them, chosen randomly, reducing the29
problem to the case of a simple conflict among two pedestrians. To manage a simple conflict,30
another random number between 0 and 1 is generated and compared to two thresholds, frictl and31
fricth, with 0< frictl < fricth≤ 1: the outcome can be that all agents are blocked when the extracted32
number is lower than frictl , only one agent moves (chosen randomly) when the extracted number33
is between frictl and fricth included, or even two agents move when the number is higher than34
fricth (in this case pedestrian overlapping occurs). For our tests, the values of the thresholds make35
it quite relatively unlikely the resolution of a simple conflict with one agent moving and the other36
blocked, and much less likely their overlapping.37
3 THE HETEROGENEOUS SPEED PROFILE EXTENSION38
In the current literature, discrete models generally assume only one speed profile for all the pop-39
ulation and this is considered one of the main limitations of this approach. With the extension40
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described in this section we want to overcome this limitation in an efficient and realistic way, that1
is still able to reproduce the overall dynamics.2
Firstly, an exploration of the relevant aproaches to our problem is needed. Modelling dif-3
ferent speed profiles in discrete models can be done in two principal ways (the first one has been4
introduced in (19))5
1. By increasing agents movement capabilities (i.e. they can move more than 1 cell per6
time step), according to their desired speed. In this way, given k the side of cells of the7
discrete grid, its possible to obtain speed profiles equal to n · k m/step, with n ∈ N equal8
to the maximum number of movements per step.9
2. By modifying the current time scale, making it possible to cover the same distance10
in less time and achieving thus a higher maximum speed profile but at the same time11
allowing each pedestrian to yield their turn in a stochastic way according to an individual12
parameter, achieving thus a potentially lower speed profile.13
Naturally, both methods can be more effective with a finer grained discretisation, which14
supports a more precise representation of the environment and the micro-interactions between15
pedestrian (19), but the simulation would be less efficient. Computational costs increase propor-16
tionally to the ratio So/Sn, with So and Sn respectively equal to the old and new size of cells (e.g.17
if the size is halved, for performing the same space agents will need a number of update cycles at18
least doubled).19
The method supporting movements of more than a single cell can be effective, but it leads20
to complications and increased computational costs for the managing of micro-interactions and21
conflicts: in addition to already existing possible conflicts on the destination of two (or more)22
pedestrian movements, even potentially illegal crossing paths must be considered, effectively re-23
quiring the modelling of sub-turns. Therefore, we decided to retain a maximum velocity of one24
cell per turn, but shortening the turn duration and introducing a stochastic yielding for representing25
speed profiles lower than the maximum.26
The computational model has therefore been modified in several parts. Each agent has27
a new parameter Speedd in its State, describing its desired speed. For the overall scenario, a28
parameter Speedm is introduced for indicating the maximum speed allowed during the simulation29
(described by the assumed time scale). In order to obtain the desired speed of each pedestrian30
during the simulation, the agent life-cycle is then activated according to the probability to move at31
a given step ρ = SpeeddSpeedm .32
By using this method, the speed profile of each pedestrian is modelled in a fully stochastic33
way and, given a sufficiently high number of step, their effective speed will be equal to the wanted34
one. But it must be noted that in a several cases the speed has to be rendered in a relatively small35
time and space window (think about speed decreasing on a relatively short section of stairs).36
In order to overcome this issue, we decided to consider ρ as an indicator to be used to decide37
if an agent can move according to an extraction without replacement principle. For instance, given38
Speedd = 1.0m/s of an arbitrary agent and Speedm = 1.6m/s, ρ is associated to the fraction 5/8,39
that can be interpreted as an urn model with 5 move and 3 do not move events. At each step, the40
agent extracts once event from its urn and, depending on the result, it moves or stands still. The41
extraction is initialised anew when all the events are extracted. The mechanism can be formalised42
as follows:43
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Algorithm 1 Life-cycle update with heterogeneous speed
if Random()≤ α/β then
if updatePosition() == true then
α ← α−1
else
β ← β +1
end if
end if
β ← β −1
if β == 0 then
(α,β ) = Frac(ρ)
end if
• Let Frac(r) : R→ N2 be a function which returns the minimal pair (i, j) : ij = r.1
• Let Random be a pseudo-random number generator.2
• Given ρ the probability to activate the life-cycle of an arbitrary agent, according to its3
own desired speed and the maximum speed configured for the simulation scenario. Given4
(α,β ) be the result of Frac(ρ), the update procedure for each agent is described by the5
pseudo-code of Alg. 1. The method updatePosition() describes the attempt of movement6
by the agent: in case of failure (because of a conflict), the urn is not updated.7
This basic mechanism allows the synchronisation between the effective speed of an arbi-8
trary agent and its desired one every τ steps, with τ limited to Speedm ·10ι step and ι is associated9
to the maximum number of decimal positions between Speedd and Speedm. For instance, if the10
desired speed is fixed at 1.3m/s and the maximum one at 2.0m/s, the resulting Frac(ρ) = 1320 ,11
therefore the agent average velocity will match its desired speed every 20 steps.12
As explained in Sec. 2.2.2, an effect of the discretisation of the environment is the fact13
that diagonal movements generate a higher movement speed (as also discussed by the already14
cited (6, 8), but also by (20)). In order to face this issue, this mechanism can be improved by15
considering these movements as a different kind of event during the extraction. With this strategy,16
each diagonal movement decreases the probability to move in the next steps according to the ratio17
∆ = 0.4∗
√
2−0.4
0.4 , which represents the relative difference between the space covered with a diago-18
nal and linear movement. To discount diagonal movements, we introduced in the agents’ state a19
parameter diagPenalty, initially set to 0, which is increased by ∆ each diagonal movement. When20
diagPenalty≥ 1, the probability to move is decreased by adding in the urn of extraction one do not21
move event or, in reference to Alg. 1, by increasing of 1 unit the parameter β after updatePosition()22
invocation, decreasing diagPenalty by 1.23
This method is now consistent for reproducing different speeds for pedestrians in a discrete24
environment also considering the Moore neighbourhood structure. It must be noted, however,25
that if it is necessary to simulate very particular velocities (consider for instance a finer grained26
instantiation of a population characterised by a normal distribution of speed profiles), Frac(ρ) is27
such that a large number of turns is needed to empty the urn, that is, to complete the movements to28
achieve an average speed equal to the desired one. This means that locally in time the actual speed29
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Speedd=sd Speedd=sd·ka1 Speedd=sd·ka1·kb2=sd
Marker Aa
(in: ka1, out: ka2=1/kb1)
Marker Ab
(in: kb1, out: kb2=1/ka1)
FIGURE 2 A schema depicting speed modification markers and their potential application
to model a small staircase.
of a pedestrian could differ in a relatively significant way from this value. To avoid this effect,1
during the life of each agent the fraction describing the probability is updated at each step and in2
several cases it will reach unreduced forms, with GCD(α,β )> 1. These situations can be exploited3
by splitting the urn into simpler sub-urns according to the GCD value. For example, given a case4
with Frac(ρ) = 511 , after one movement the urn will be associated to
4
10 ; since GCD(4,10) = 2 the5
urn can be split into 2 sub-urns containing 2 move and 3 do not move events that will be consumed6
before restarting from the initial urn. The effect of this subdivision is to preserve a stochastic7
decision on the actual movement of the pedestrian but to avoid local excessive diversions from the8
desired speed.9
3.1 Modelling Stairs and Ramps10
Thanks to the above introduced mechanism for granting agents the possibility to have a desired11
speed in their state definition it is relatively simple to extend the model to be able to represent12
stairs and ramps.13
Basically, we can represent areas in which the velocity of pedestrians is altered due to14
a slope by introducing an additional kind of marker that is perceived by agents passing in the15
related cells and that causes a modification of the desired speed. For simplicity we will now16
consider simple staircase and ramps characterised by a single bottom and top sections, that will17
be associated to markers indicating to the agent the entrance or exit from a particular area. Each18
marker Aa, associated to an area A, is characterised by two constants, ka1,ka2 ∈ R, respectively19
associated to the entrance to or exit from area A.20
The state of an agent must be extended to include the area it is currently situated in; in21
this way, each agent perceiving the presence of a marker in the cell it has just moved in will (i)22
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FIGURE 3 Screenshots related to the movement of a simple group including pedestrians
with heterogeneous speeds (in particular, a slowly moving person) throughout a corridor:
the group cohesion mechanism is effective even when members are characterised by het-
erogenous desired speeds.
update the area it is currently situated in, (ii) update the desired speed according to the constant1
associated to the marker. An example of this procedure is shown in Figure 2: in this case, an agent2
is entering a staircase or ramp A from the left side, delimited by the marker Aa, and exiting from3
the right side, delimited by the marker Ab. When first crossing the marker Aa the agent will update4
its state to remember that the area it is currently situated in is A and it will update its own speed5
by multiplying the current value by the constant ka1 (since it is entering the area). Then the agent6
moves to the right until it crosses marker Ab: the agent will now record that it is not situated in area7
A anymore and it will update its desired speed by multiplying it by kb2 .8
For a properly designed staircase or ramp, associated to an area A and delimited by markers9
Aa and Ab, we must enforce the constraints ka2 = 1/kb1 and kb2 = 1/ka1 in order to assure that each10
agent that completes a trajectory completely crossing the area (passing therefore both markers)11
returns to the initial desired speed.12
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FIGURE 4 Two fundamental diagrams respectively related to unidirectional flow (top dia-
gram) and bidirectional flow (bottom one) in a corridor.
4 SIMULATION RESULTS IN TEST SCENARIOS1
We carried out a simulation campaign to evaluate the effects of the introduction of this mechanism2
for the representation and management of heterogeneous speed profiles in the simulated population3
in reference scenarios in which empirical data can be found in the literature. We chose the scenarios4
in order to have a relatively good coverage of the relevant real world situations that one might5
encounter in a practical simulation project. In particular, we simulated and measured (i) mono6
directional flow of pedestrians in a corridor and a stair with varying density, (ii) bidirectional flow7
of pedestrians in a corridor with varying density, (iii) the merge of different flows of pedestrians in8
a T–junction.9
Before describing quantitative results, Figure 3 represents a qualitative result about the fact10
that, even with the introduction of the heterogeneous speed mechanism, the simple group cohesion11
mechanism is effective in avoiding excessive levels of dispersion. The depicted screenshots related12
to the movement of a simple group including pedestrians with heterogeneous speeds (in particular,13
a slowly moving person) throughout a corridor: despite the differences in individual speeds, the14
group preserves its cohesion, while being overtaken by other faster pedestrians. Such a qualitative15
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result could be quantified by measuring the level of dispersion of simple groups in conditions of1
increasing density and changing environmental geometries, but we omit these results for sake of2
space and to focus on the effectiveness of the heterogeneous speed mechanism.3
With reference to the simple linear scenarios (mono and bi directional flows in a corridor),4
we carried out a set of simulations with a growing number of pedestrians, and therefore density,5
measuring their average velocities to be compared with fundamental diagrams from the literature6
(see, e.g., (1)). Since the model is now able to manage pedestrians with heterogenous walking7
speeds we configured the simulations to include pedestrians with desired speeds of 1.2, 1.4 and8
1.6m/s according to a gaussian–like distribution (in line with statistics on pedestrian behaviour9
that can be found, for instance, in (3)). The outcome of the simulation leads to results, shown in10
Figure 4, that are relatively in tune with the empirical data from the literature: the velocities in11
case of unidirectional flow, velocities in densities between 2 and 4 pedestrians per square metre12
are slightly higher than empirical observations (in particular (21) and (22)); for bidirectional flow,13
velocities are very close to empirical results (in particular (23)) and also with design manuals14
(in particular (11)). The combined results suggest that a more careful calibration of parameters15
involved in the rendering of social repulsion but not related to counterflow caused conflicts could16
improve the achieved results in the mono directional flow.17
We also evaluated the capability of the model to actually allow pedestrians to move at the18
actually desired speed and the conditions for this to happen: in Figure 5, on the left, we compare the19
average walking speed of pedestrians with different desired walking speeds in varying conditions.20
In free flow situations, pedestrians are generally able to move at a speed that is very close to the21
desired one. However, with the growth of the density, walking speeds decrease due to conflicts22
and this phenomenon is more significant for pedestrians having a higher desired speed, to the23
point that when reaching a certain density level they have essentially the same speed of pedestrians24
characterised by a lower walking speed. Figure 5, on the right, also shows the average speed in25
a stair section modelled as discussed in Section 3.1 (pedestrians entering the stairs decrease their26
desired velocity by a factor of 2.33): also in this case, the actual average speed is close to the levels27
indicated by design manuals (24) and to available empirical data (25). We can conclude that the28
introduced mechanism is effectively able to reproduce heterogeneous walking speeds.29
The final scenario is instead aimed at understanding if the defined model is able to repro-30
duce patterns of space utilisation that are observable in reality, especially in environments including31
a corner, in which pedestrians are bound to make a turn. The T–junction scenario is characterised32
by two branches of a corridor that meet and form a unique stream. In this kind of situation it is not33
hard to reach high local densities, especially where the incoming flows meet to turn and merge in34
the outgoing corridor. The main result of this scenario is not represented by fundamental diagram35
data, but rather by an indication on how the pedestrians used the available space by moving in36
the environment throughout the simulation. We adopted a metric called cumulative mean density37
(CMD) (26), a measure associated to a given position of the environment indicating the average38
density perceived by pedestrians that passed through that point. It is quite straightforward to com-39
pute this value in a discrete approach like the one described in this work. As suggested above, we40
wanted to evaluate the capability of the model to reproduce patterns of spatial utilisation that are41
in good agreement with those resulting from the actual observations available in the literature (27).42
Results shown in Figure 6, analysing situations of medium and high density, show qualitative phe-43
nomena (areas of low or high utilisation) that are in tune with available empirical data on this kind44
of scenario.45
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FIGURE 5 Average walking speeds for different types of pedestrians (having different de-
sired speeds)(top diagram), and average walking speed in a stair (bottom one), in different
density conditions.
5 CONCLUSIONS1
The paper has presented a technique for the introduction and management of heterogenous speeds2
in discrete pedestrian simulation models: the adopted model and mechanism has been formally3
described and results of its application to benchmark scenarios has been provided and discussed in4
relation to available data from the literature. Results show that the model and the introduced tech-5
nique are effective in the reproduction of the target phenomenon and they represent a starting point6
for a more thorough application to the modelling of specific operative elements of environments,7
such as additional types of stairs and escalators. Additional experimentations and comparison with8
empirical data are necessary steps to consolidate this line of work that, on the other hand, will9
be also extended to consider dynamical aspects of group behaviour (formation and dissipation of10
groups, especially structured), but also coordination mechanisms like anticipation of counterflow11
conflicts, as discussed in (28).12
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FIGURE 6 Density diagram of pedestrian flow in the T-junction scenario, respectively in
medium and high density situations.
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